Power Plant Operator

Job Code 00007176

**General Description**
Responsible for the operation and maintenance of the absorption and centrifugal chillers and boilers.

**Examples of Duties**
- Operate generator and generator radiator.
- Operate absorption and centrifugal chillers and cooling towers.
- Operate boilers and pumps.
- Operate chillers, pumps and cooling towers.
- Operate compressors, water treatment systems, and other equipment.
- Perform other duties as assigned.

**Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities**

**Knowledge of:** Basic mechanical concepts; equipment and machine for proper functioning and repairs; standard safety practices and procedures related; personal computer software.

**Skill in:** Working as a team member

**Ability to:** Complete time sheets, simple logs, read policy and procedure manuals; interpret technical documents; complete logs, forms, time sheets, work orders, and parts order requests; perform basic math; explain work problems; understand complex oral job instructions

**Experience and Education**
To qualify for this classification, an individual must possess any combination of experience and education that would likely produce the required knowledge, skills, and abilities.

**Other Requirements**